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I. Answer the following questions in detail :           (4  15 = 60)

1. Define Waja, describe the general causes of Waja, its classification along
with etiology, causes of aleviation of pain, effects and consequences of Waja
in detail.

 




2. Describe Oedema, its pathogenesis, regulatory mechanisms responsible for

maintaining sodium and water balance and enumerate the differences
between transudate and exudate.

 


3. Define Inflammation, describe its cardinal signs, types and major

components of Acute inflammation and write down the systemic effects of
inflammation?

 





4. Describe Necrosis, its various types, etiopathogenesis, gross and

morphological changes and differentiating features of Apoptosis and
Necrosis in detail.



 
 





II. Answer the following questions in brief :         (10  4 = 40)

1. What is meant by Zoafe Aaza (Insufficiency of organ), describe its causes in
brief.

 
2. Describe the classification of Micro-organism and reaction of Antigen and

Antibody.

 


3. What are the causes and factors responsible for causing Warm in body
organs?

 
4. Describe the temperamental qualities, characteristic features of four

seasons and disesases which has high prevalence rate in specific seasons
with its preventive measures.

 


5. Define Nomencleature of disease, write down the nomencleature of various
diseases with suitable examples.

 
6. Define Amraze Asliyah wa Amraze Shirkiyah, describe the factors

responsible for Shirkate Amraz.
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7. Write briefly on morphology of Thrombus and differentiate between Arterail

and Venous Thrombi.






 


8. Define and classify Shock and describe its Pathogenesis.

  

9. What is Cell Injury? Describe its types, etiopathogenesis and biochemical

basis.

   


10. Define Neoplasm, enumerate its etilogy and morphology changes.

 
______________
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